Introduction
In this paper we consider multi-valued mappings in complete metric spaces. We investigate here problems of existence of fixed points for these mappings. In the second part (after preliminaries) we give some lemmas where we construct sequenoes { e a}» i" 11 }* ^kese sequences we apply then to prove, that comparing sequence of points in a complete metric space is the Cauchy sequence. The third| part concerns multi-functions and contains theorems about the existence of fixed points of such functions. Specially, in Theorem 3.1 we prove the existence of fixed points for a mapping of "H(Fx,Fy) £i|»(d(x,y))" type, where : <0,oo) -»<0,oo) is nondecreasing and continuous from the right, and satisfies some additional conditions. In the first corollary to this theorem we show the existence of fixed point for a mapping of this type in "e-chained" complete metric space.
In the second corollary we state, that in a Banach space a mapping <p = I-F is onto.
Preliminaries
Let (X,d) be a metric space and let S(X) denote the family of all nonempty bounded closed subsets of X. We will denote: a) N(E,C) = {x e 1} d(x,c)<E for some c e C}, e>0, CeS(X), b) D(a,B) = inf{d(a,b)j beB}, c) H(A,B) = inf{e>0; A cK(e ,B) and B cN(e ,A)} when A,BeS(X). 
E. Barcz
The function H is the metrio on S(X); we will call it Hausdorff metric. Moreover the following equality holds H(A,B) = max{sup{D(a,B)j aeA}, sup{D(b,A)j be B}| when A,B e S(X).
Let us reoall the following lemma 1.1. ( [3] ). If A,B e S(X) and x e A, then foreaoh positive number e there exists y e B such that d(x,y) <JH(A,B) + e. 
Then
V u> '0 u) < u.
In the rest of this paper the majpping : R + -R + will fullfil the following conditions: Proof.
We check for k = 0 we have a 0 = a. = a 1 = if)(ot°) + e^, bat e^ <y°(<x)-ip 1 (a), hence a* < if» (a) + i)i 0 (o() -»f (cx) = \j>°(oc).
Let as suppose that k>0; assume that our assertation holds for all k' <k. We will prove it for k. We get
The proof is completed.
3. Main results Theorem 3.1. Let (X,d) be a complete metric space and let i|>: R + -R + be a map which satisfies (2.1), (2.2) , (2.3) .
Assume that P s 2 -» S(X) is a map for which there is an e > 0 such that the following two conditions are satisfied
2) 3x^,6 X D(x#,PxJ <£.
Then F has a fixed point. Proof.
Let aQ e X be suchr that D(aQ,Fa0) <e. If a e Fa" then it is the fixed point, in the other case we deoo r 1 fine by induction the sequence Ja»l I n Jn=0,1,... (3.3) a1 is such a point from PaQ for which d(a0,a^)<E.
let as denote a= d(aQ,a^) and notice that a>0. quence fa"l_,, . and Lemmas 2.3, 2.4 imply the inequality L n j n-u | 1,.. • (3.5) d^a n ,a n+1 ^o cn < e ' for each n £ 0.
In fact: for n = 0 we have d(a = a = a°<e , for n = 1 (3.1), (3.3) , (3. Let us assume that (3.5) holds for n = N£1 than thanks to (3.1), (3.4) d(aN+1,aN+2) S H(PaN,PaN+1) + e£ +1 ^(¿(a^a^ )) + e^ * . f Ni N+1 N+1 $ y la I + ea = a .
Thus we have shown for n = N+1 the left inequality of (3.5). Now we check the right inequality:
if N = 2k+1 (k=0,1,...), then a^1 = a 2k+2 = cx 2(k+1) = k+1 = v "*"'(«) $\)j(a) < oc < e; if N =-2k+2 (k=0,1,...), then a N+1 = oc 2k+3 = oc 2 ( k+1 ) +1 < < 4> k+1 (°cK H-(a) <e. The last implies that (a"j" f . is the Cauchy sequence. I nj 11-uf 1 Since (X,d) is complete there exists a point beX such that a n -• b.
We will show that b is the fixed point of P. At first notice that (3.6) lira D(a ,Pa ) = 0. n -»oo
In facts for any n^1,
but the right side converges to 0. Let us define the map cp s X -• R + by <p(a) = D(a,Fa).
Nadler [3] proved that cp is continuous. Prom (3.6) follows that lim <p(a n ) = 0. n -*•«> At last remind that lim a n = b, so <p(b) = lim <p(a n ) = 0. n»oo n -•oo This way D(b,Fb) = cp(b) = 0. But the set Pb is closed, so b e Pb. Remark 3.1. In the case when Fx is compact for every x e X a similar result was obtained by S. Czerwik [1] .
Moreover, note that Czerwik used different methods. Then P has a fixed point.
Proof.
We construct a sequence in X as follows: let y° be an arbitrary element in X and let yj e Fy°.
Consider the e-chain Proceeding in this manner, and making use of (3.5), we get (for p > 0) d(jj>£+1Uc*P (i = 0,1,...,n-1). Now let zp = yP, so that zp £ Pzp_1, p = 1,2,..., and z = yP +1 = yP. Then for
Thus there exists pe {l,2,3,...} such that d(zp,zp+.j) < So by putting zp = x#, compare (3.2), our corollary follows from Theorem 3.1. Remark 3.2.
A related result to Corollary 3.1 was proved by Kuhfittig in [2] . Namely, he proved the following: if (X,d) is a complete well-chained metric space and F:X-»S(X) has the property: 3 e > 0 3 A e (0,1) Vx,y e X d(x,y) < e => H(Fx,Fy) < Ad(x,y), then P has a fixed point. Corollary 3.2. Let X be a real Banach space (as usual, d(x,y) = ||x-y|| for all x,y eX).
Let tp : R + -»• R + satisfies the conditions (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) . Assume that P : X -S(X) has the property B£>0 Vx,y e X ||x-y||<e =>H(Fx,i^) < V (|x-j||).
Then the map <p : X -• S(X) given by the formula <p(x) = = x -Fx = {x-yjy e Fx} is onto.
Proof. Let £>0 be a fixed real number. Given y Q eX, define GsX -S(X) by putting Gx = y Q + Fx. The map G has the property Vx,y c X ||x-y||<e =>H(Gx,Gy) < v (||x-y||).
In fact H(Gx,Gy) = H(y 0 + Fx, y 0 + Fy) = H(Fx,Fy).
Conseq uently H(Gx,Gy) < V (||x-7||)
for all x,y e X such that ||x-y|| < e .
It is easy to verify that a Banach space is e-chained, so there is a point x e X such that x e Gx" = y" + Fx_. This completes the proof.
